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Computer hours to be 
txtended on trial basis 
after student requests 
PAGE3 
tu dent 
I • 1es 1n 
o-car 
ccident 
An Eastern student died over 
· g break as a result of a head-
car accident. 
Denise L. Schutte, 29, of Sigel, 
Saturday, March 23, in a head-
collision a mile north of Sigel on 
te45. 
Phoebe Church, department 
·r of physical education, said 
utte was "a very personable 
g lady, and I always enjoyed 
· · g with her." 
Schutte had a masters degree 
Eastern in physical education 
was working on her teacher's 
· 1cate here so she could teach 
coach. 
Church said Schutte worked 
ghts at a service station in 
ngham and was probably 
ming from work when the 
· nt occurred. 
'This accident is so tragic, she 
just driving home from work," 
h said. 
The driver of the other car, Jared 
Hoend, 16, of Sigel, was driving 
statiqn wagon north on Illinois 
ute 45 when he crossed the 
ter line and collided with 
See STUDENT page 2 
he 
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SPORTS 
Moving 
on up 
Coach Rick 
Samuels 
stays for 
Ohio Valley 
move 
"Tell the truth and don't be afraid" PAGE 12 
SARAH WONG/Staff photographer 
Award winning performance 
Mary Ann Hanner, professor in the department of communication 
disorders and sciences, receives one of the Women of Achievement 
Awards Monday night in the Tarble Art Center. Jacqueline Record and 
Hazel Watson were the other two winners; Juliet Kerico received the 
Writing Award and Karen Wolden received the Honorable mention. 
Harassment case 
granted trial date 
By scon BOEHMER 
Campus editor 
A trial date has been set for 
the sexual harassment case 
involving music professor 
Douglas DiBianco. 
DiBianco has been charged 
with sexual harassment through 
the Illinois Department of 
Human Rights by Paula Gordon 
and Janice Jackson, ex-students 
in a summer non-Western music 
class taught by DiBianco. 
A court date for the case, 
which was originally filed in 
December 1993, has been set for 
Sept. 21, 1998. The hearing will 
be heard before a hearing officer 
who will make a legally binding 
recommendation on any punitive 
action to be taken. 
Both DiBianco and Gordon, 
said they were disappointed the 
hearing date was set back and 
want the case resolved as soon as 
possible. 
Gordon sai d she is suing 
DiBianco because she believes 
her civil rights were violated 
because certain material 
DiBianco taught she said did not 
belong in the classroom. 
Gordon said DiBianco pre-
sented materials that were "very 
sexually deviant" and did not 
have pertinence in a music class. 
"I don't think that anyone 
should be able to present their 
sexual ideas to a group of people 
that paid for a non-western music 
class," Gordon said. "No one 
should be able to present their 
sexual ideas in a college class 
just because they have an 
audience." 
Jackson was unavailable for 
comment Sunday or Monday. 
However, DiBianco said the 
material Gordon and Jackson 
objected to made up only a small 
part of two class lectures and 
were relevant to those lectures. 
"(They have) taken a few 
comments that I've made and 
decided this created a hostile 
environment, and that's just not 
true," DiBianco said. 
DiBianco said the lectures 
Gordon objected to had subjects 
such as portions of films that 
"may be the most radical artwork 
I've ever seen," artwork featuring 
a man mutilating himself to 
death and a surrealist film. ' • 
"All their objections are 
objections to Freudian analysis, 
(a) surrealist film and (my) 
describing a few radical art 
works," DiBianco said. "It all 
relates to the discussion of 
ideology and aesthetics." 
The sexual harassment case 
was originally heard and dis-
missed by the U.S . Department 
of Education and Eastern. 
Although DiBianco said he 
does not know how the past 
decisions will impact the up-
coming case, he isn't worried 
about the case's outcome. 
"It may be that they're not 
See HARASSMENT page 2 
acuity Senate Elections scheduled for Thursday, Friday 
The Faculty Senate will con-
its annual Faculty Elections 
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday 
Friday on the walkway of the 
· Luther King Jr. University 
n. 
Unit A faculty - tenured and 
ure track positions ·- and 
ent chairs are eligible to 
te on the membership of 
'ous universi ty councils and 
ittees, said Election Com-
Chairman Gary Foster. 
Approximately 500 faculty are 
'ble to vote on a total of 31 
ally who are running for 
· s positions, Foster said. 
There are eight people running 
fill five available seats on the 
Ity Senate. The candidates 
: psychology professor John 
t; associate professor of 
mistry Norbert Furumo; 
sor of secondary education 
foundations Ron Gholson ; 
h communications professor 
Perkins; English professor 
. John Simpson; technology 
professor Ron Sutliff; journalism 
professor James Tidwell; and 
English professor Anne Zahlan. 
Three positions are vacant for 
the Council on Academic Affairs, 
and seven faculty will contest 
those seats. Management/-
marketing professor Aline Arnold; 
associate professor of commun-
ication disorders Mary Anne 
Hanner; 111usic professor Allan 
Horney; English professor Frank 
McCormick; associate professor 
of speech communication 
Melanie Mills; professo r of 
secondary education and foun-
dations Ken Sutton; and professor 
of business education and 
administrative information sys-
tems Marilyn Wilkins are running 
for CAA. 
Roger Luft, professor of 
business education and admin-
istrative information systems, is 
the only candidate running to 
represent the Lumpkin College of 
Business and Applied Sciences on 
Council on Teacher Education. 
Assistant professor of secon-
1996 faculty elections * 
Faculty Senate 
•John Best 
• Norbert Furumo 
• Ron Gholson 
• Terry M. Perkins 
• John Simpson 
• Ronald I. Sutliff 
• James Tidwell 
• Anne Zahlan 
dary education and foundations 
Earl S. Cummings and associate 
professor of secondary education 
and foundations Jean Dennee will 
run to represent the College of 
Education and Professional 
Studies on the Council on Teacher 
Council on Academic Affairs 
• Aline Arnold 
• Mary Anne Hanner 
• Allan Horney 
• Frank McCormick 
• Melanie Mills 
•Ken Sutton 
• Marilyn Wilkins 
• Five individuals will be elected for 
Faculty Senate. Three individuals will 
be elected for CM. 
Education. 
The only candidate running to 
represent the College of Science 
on the Council on Teacher 
Education is Janet Cosbey, 
assistant professor of sociology. 
Management/marketing 
professor Wayne Chandler and 
associate professor of accounting 
and finance James Jordan-Wagner · 
will compete to represent the 
Lumpkin College of Business and 
Applied Sciences on the 
. University Personnel Committee. 
Speech communication 
professor Gail Mason and English 
professor Carol Steven s will 
compete for a se~t on the 
University Personnel Committee 
as a representative of either 
English, foreign languages, 
journalism, psychology, speech 
communication or 
communication disorder sciences. 
Scott Crawford, physical 
education professor, is the only 
candidate running to represent the 
College of Education and 
Professional Studies on the 
University Personnel Committee. 
Chairman of the department of 
educational administration Don 
Smitley is the only candidate 
running to represent the College 
of Educational and Professional 
See FACULTY page 2 
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'BfciVeheiiff'Sfe81s show by reCeiVIriQ fiVe OsCar 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - "Braveheart," 
the epic about a 13th-century Scottish 
patriot, won five Oscars Monday night, 
including best picture and best director for 
its star Mel Gibson. 
ribbons. She reeled off a list of imaginary 
ribbons in her collection, including the tra-
ditional red ribbon for AIDS awareness a 
"milky white ribbon for mad cow disease," 
and a "fake fur ribbon for animal rights." 
Her message for Jackson: "You don't ask a 
black woman to buy an expensive dress 
and then cover it with ribbons." 
13" for film editing and sound. 
Two actors, Gibson and Emma 
Thompson, won for director and adapted 
screenplay, respectively. 
"Babe" took the visual effects Oscar. 
"Antonia's Line," the story of a 
woman and her multi-generational fa 
· scored honors as the best foreign lang 
picture. 
Mel Gibson won for "Braveheart," 
while Thompson won with her first screen-
play - an adaptation of Jane Austen's 
novel "Sense and Sensibility." 
"When you give me this award you 
honor my father, Paul Sorvino, who taught 
me everything I know about acting," she 
said. The elder Sorvino, a character actor, 
has appeared in TV's "Law & Order," and 
the movie "Goodfellas," among others. 
Jackson led about 75 marchers outside 
the Hollywood offices of KABC-TV 
across town from the award ceremonies. 
He called for similar demonstrations at 
other ABC stations across the country as 
the network broadcast the awards show. 
The award was claimed by dire 
Marleen Gorris, who declared: "Some 
pie have called 'Antonia's Line' a f 
tale. Perhaps it is. 
Christopher McQuarrie took the origi-
n al screenplay prize for "The Usual 
Suspects." The movie also got an Oscar 
for Kevin Spacey's supporting role as the 
verbal con man. 
This year's biggest controversy surfaced 
immediately. Host Whoopi Goldberg used 
her opening monologue to defuse the Rev. 
Jesse Jackson's call to protest the show 
because there was only one black out of 
166 nominees. 
. The academy passed over black film-
maker Dianne Houston's "Tuesday 
Morning Ride" in the live action short film 
category, choosing "Lieberman in Love," 
from Jana Sue Memel and actress 
Christine Lahti of television's "Chicago 
Hope." In other awards, "Braveheart" was 
honored for makeup, sound-effects and 
cinematography. "Restoration" won for 
costume and art direction, and "Apollo 
And that is should win an Oscar 
fairy tale come true for all of us invo 
in its making." Two films about 
Holocaust won in their respective 
gories of documentary, documentary 
and documentary feature - "One Sun 
Remembers" and "Anne F 
He thanked his mother for driving him 
to acting classes when he was 16: "I told 
you it would pay off, and here's the pud-
ding." Mira Sorvino, named best support-
ing actress as the hooker in "Mighty 
Aprhodite," thanked her father as the vet-
eran actor openly sobbed in the audience. 
Remembered." 
Goldberg, who like the show's producer 
Quincy Jones is black, ridiculed Jackson's 
call for participants to wear multicolored 
Alan Menken and Stephen Sch 
won two Oscars - for best original m 
score for "Pocahontas" and for 
movie's main song, "Colors of the Wi 
The original score statuette went to · 
Postman." 
HARASSMENT frompageone..........., .. ............ a .......................... + ---·~-···-· i-lii .......,...., .  ,..,,...,.,...., . . . .  ~-.. ;· 
allowed to refer to the federal case," DiBianco said. "I would think 
they would clear me just as the other two have, but with all the tech-
nicalities it's hard to say." 
University Professionals of Illinois President Mitch Vogel and 
DiBianco -both said they are disappointed Jackson and Gordon are 
being allowed to continue to sue DiBianco with no negative repercus-
sions to them. 
"I don't think they have any ca~e .at all," DiBi~co' saici,,addii;tg h~ · 
got high ratings on student evaluations, 14 of 19 people in the clas's' · 
were women, and the enrollment in his non-western music classes 
has more than quadrupled since the allegations arose, forcing the 
administration to add another class and increase the room size. 
The UPI is the union that represents Eastern faculty members and 
is providing DiBianco with a attorney for the case. 
DiBianco said despite the allegations, which originally stemmed 
from four of his female students in a summer school class, the inter-
est level in his non-western music class has continued to increase. 
DiBianco said he had initially looked at coming to some sort of 
compromise with the women, but found their proposals unworkable. 
Although DiBianco said he had not changed the material he teaches, 
he does state in the syllabi that sexually explicit material will be dis-
cussed in the class. 
No other students have accused him of sexual harassment since the 
allegations arose, he said. 
Studies on the Council on Graduate Studies. 
Instructor in the sociology and anthropolo-
gy department, William Reed Benedi~t will 
run to represent the College of Science on 
cbs. · · ·- · · - - ·· ~ -
Associate professor of mathematics James 
Glazebrook and associate professor of psy-
chology Mike Havey will run to represent the 
College of Science on CUPB. 
Kathlene Shank, special education profes-
sor, is the only candidate running to repre-
sent the College of Education and 
Professional Studies for Enrollment 
Management. 
Technology associate professor Don 
Armel and accounting and finance professor 
Stephen Laribee will both run to represent 
the Lumpkin College of Business and 
Applied Science in Enrollment Management. 
"A number of the seats are contested," 
Foster said. "While some seats have only one 
candidate and some have zero candidates." 
Foster said it's not uncommon to have no 
candidates running for a particular seat, and 
it could have been caused by the increase in 
the number of seats available this year. 
This is the first year that CUPB and the 
Enrollment Management Committee will 
have candidates elected. "There is more 
opportunity for faculty to participate in the 
governance process," Foster said. 
Despite the vacant seats, the Faculty 
Senate has closed-the Petitioning process for 
the spring election and will hold a special 
election in the fall to fill those vacancies. 
Foster said some faculty have already 
expressed interest to run for those seats in the 
fall. 
Those seats without candidates include a 
representative from the College of Science 
and a representative from either economics, 
English, foreign languages, journalism, psy-
chology, philosophy, political science, 
speech communications or communication 
disorder sciences on the Academic Program 
and Elimination Review Committee. 
There are no candidates to represent the 
College of Arts and Humaruties or alternates 
from technology, family and consumer sci-
ences, chemistry, physics, mathematics, eco-
nomics, history, philosophy, political science 
and sociology for the University Personnel 
Committee. 
No one is running to represent the College 
of Arts and Humanities on the Council of 
Graduate Studies. 
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CUPB will also lack a representative from 
the College of Education and Professional 
Studies. 
Enrollment Management will lack a.repr.~. ? 
sentative from the College of Arts and 
Humanities and the College of Science. 
Also during the elections, two substantive 
constitutional revisions proposed by the sen-
ate will be up for approval or disapprovaL 
One proposed revision - to eliminate 
Section 3 of article XI - would do away with 
the distinction between substantive and non-
substantive language when amending the 
constitution. Any substantive revision 
involves changing the intent and substance of 
some part of the constitution. 
If the faculty decides to ratify this propos-
al, all amendments to the constitution, rather 
than just substantive ones, will go before the 
faculty for a vote. 
Also, a proposed additional sentence to 
Article XIII that would require the author of 
any faculty petition calling for a referendum 
to be signed by its author and explained will 
be voted on. 
All election results will be announced at 2 
p.m. April 2 at the Faculty Senate meeting in 
the BOG room of Booth Library. 
Earn 
. Cow diseas 
I shOCJldn~t: ::.(: 
spread to 
human race 
LONDON (AP) - Hoping 
words would speak louder than 
modest actions, Britain s 
Monday that the risk of hum 
catching mad cow disease 
"extremely small" and ruled 
destroying millions of animals 
curb its spread. 
But far from calming worries, 
government's statement only fu 
what is becoming an increasi 
partisan issue and sparked an 
exchange-s in d1-e.-1How1e1• 
Commons. 
"Last week I said public co 
dence was hanging by a thread, 
public confidence has collaps 
Harriet Harman of Britain's op 
tion Labor Party told the legisl 
after the announcement. 
Conservative lawmaker T 
Marlow shouted at Miss Ha 
that she was "a stupid cow." 
STUD EN 
from page one --------
Schutte's southbound car. 
Schutte and Hoend were bo 
nounced dead at the scene 
5 :45 a.m. on Saturday. There w 
passengers in either car. 
Police said both cars ended 
the ditch and are unsure what c 
Hoend 's car to cross the center Ii 
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with an option to continue as a rep in 
the fall. 
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ring break burglary results 
$6,000 in stolen merchandise 
A residential burglary over 
'ng break led to the loss of 
·$6,000 in merchandise for 
Eastern student. 
Lal ana Chamchala, 19, of 
0 Nantucket, reported at 
:58 a.m. Sunday that her 
ment had been burglarized. 
amchala left keys to her 
rtment with Erica Locker 
discovered the burglary and 
· ed Chamchala Saturday. 
The apartment was emptied of 
television, computer, stereo 
even several personal 
ks. 
"They left me with my 
es," Chamchala said. 
In other Charleston and cam-
police reports: 
I Jerry Lawrence, a Trail-
ile security guard, reported 
6:02 a.m. Sunday he found 
jack rocks spread through-
! the parking lot of the 
!mobile plant, 1000 N. 14th. 
BLOTTER 
• Chad Wayne Storment, 24, 
of Toledo, was cited for criminal 
damage to property and Kelly 
Cox, 21, of Toledo, was cited for 
battery and criminal trespassing 
at 12:29 a.m. Saturday at 1310 E 
St. 
• Randy Toothman, 34, of 
400 Walnut, was cited at 2:54 
a.m. Saturday for assault and 
disorderly conduct at 400 
Walnut. 
• Larry Boberg, 21, of 812 
Taft Ave., reported at 8:39 a.m. 
Sunday the bumper of his Dodge 
Dakota had been stolen over the 
weekend. Damage was estimated 
at $350. 
• Paul Bugielski, 18, of 160 
Lambda Chi Alpha, reported to 
Campus Police at 2:40 a.m. 
March 17 that about $1,500 
worth of items were stolen from 
his room in Greek Court. 
A window was broken in the 
southeast corner of the lower 
level of the Lambda Chi Alpha 
house. 
The police report stated it 
could not be determined if any-
thing else had been taken. 
• Ian Davis, 18, of 157 
Weller Hall, reported to Campus 
Police that his bicycle, valued at 
$500, was stolen sometime 
between 2 p.m. March 12 and 11 
a.m. March 13. 
The police report stated Davis 
parked the bicycle on the south 
side of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. The bicy-
cle was left unlocked. 
• Leann Stuckey, 20, of 813 
Stevenson Hall, reported to 
Campus Police that the two out-
side mirrors of her vehicle had 
been broken off sometime 
between 9 p.m. March 14 and 
11 :45 a.m. March 15. 
A total of $270 in damages 
was estimated. 
Neither the housing nor the 
passenger mirror was located at 
the scene. 
3 
Sarah Wong/Staff photographer 
Making a bowl 
Caring Pfeiffer, a senior special education major, makes a bowl for her 
beginning ceramics class Monday afternoon in the ceramics room in 
the Fine Arts Building. 
omputer off ice hours extended for rest of semester 
'gh student 
emand caused 
our changes 
• u ~ .J (. • ~ 
'Stu'den demand 'for mote 
puter Jab hours has prompt-
the office of Academic 
mputing to extend the hours 
f two Jabs in the Student 
ices Building for the rest of 
·s semester as a trial. 
Playing around 
The new hours began Monday 
and will run through May 9. 
The hours are Monday 
through Thursday from 8 a.m. 
to 1:45 a.m. and Sunday from 2 
p.m. to 12:45 a.m. for the lab in 
Room B-12 and Room 16 of the 
Student Services Building. 
The Jabs were previously 
only open until 10:45 p.m. 
Student Vice President for 
Public Affairs Jason Anselment 
proposed the change, which he 
said came about as a result of 
students asking for a 24-hour 
computer lab. 
"It's something that I certain-
ly hear every week, and a lot of 
times daily," Anselment said. 
"There's only one way to see if 
the demand is there, and that's 
to open it and check (it) out." 
Dave Henard, associate vice 
president of computer and 
telecommunication services, 
said hours have been extended 
in the latter half of spring 
semester for about the past four 
or five years. 
He added Anselment's 
request prompted the change to 
be implemented earlier in the 
semester this year. 
When the system has been in 
place in the past, Henard said 
the demand had been somewhat 
Sarah Wong/Staff photographer 
Robert Ladewig acts as "Driver Junior," and Stacy Althoff acts as "Mary" Monday night in the studio 
100m ofthe Fine Arts Building during their practice of "Rimers of Eldritch." The first performance is at 
8 p.m. Wednesday in the University Theater. 
sporadic, with demand not as 
heavy as during the daily hours. 
Henard said he expects most 
of the demand to stem from stu~ 
dents working on various 
assignments and papers. 
Both Anselment and Henard 
said if the hours are going to be 
extended throughout the year, 
the demand must be high 
enough to warrant the increase 
in funding for those lab supervi-
sors who will be working more. 
"Like many other things we 
face, it's a matter of priorities 
for funding," Henard said. "We 
have to build a case for it." 
The total payroll cost for pay-
ing the lab supervisors overtime 
for the rest of the semester will 
be about $500, Henard said. 
"We get a lot of requests for a 
computer Jab that's opening 24 
hours a day, and what we're try-
ing to do so it is financially pos-
sible is to take it a little bit at a 
time," Anselment said. 
Once students find out about 
the extended hours, Anselmeot 
said he is expecting students to 
take advantage of them. 
"Right now I think the 
biggest obstacle for us is public-
ity, and Jetting the students 
know this is available," 
Anselment said. 
Choir makes second 
appearance at Eastern 
By THERESA GAVLIN 
Staff writer 
Amasong, Champaign-
Urbana's premiere lesbian/femi-
nist choir, is returning to Eastern 
after last year's successful show 
during Women's History and 
Awareness Month performance. 
The concert will be held at 
7:30 p.m .- Wednesday in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
There is no charge for admis-
sion. 
"The music and presentation 
is very lively," said Virginia 
DiBianco, secretary of Eastem's 
English department and member 
of the Amasong Choir. "I .. ~ink 
the spirit of our choir reacheS tl}e 
audience." 
Last year, Amasong was 
brought to Eastern by the 
Women's Studies Council for 
Women's History and Awareness 
Month. 
The performance was very 
successful and the council want-
ed the choir back, DiBianco said. 
"I think people who came to 
the concert last year enjoyed it 
very much," DiBianco said. 
The choir recently had a fund 
raiser to help raise money to 
make a CD, DiBianco said. 
Amasong, which started about 
seven years ago, has grown from 
about 18 members when 
DiBianco joined to about 48 
members today. 
DiBianco said the choir, 
which consists of women from 
all different areas and back-
grounds, also has grown in the 
last year because of the success 
of last year's Eastern perfor-
mance. • 
Songs to be performed will 
include pieces from the Bahamas 
and Zimbabwe. The choir will 
also perform one Bohemian 
piece, DiBianco· said. 
Amasong will also perform 
three spiritual pieces; a piece 
composed by Gabriel Faure; a 
medieval piece composed by 
Hildegard VonBingen, a 
medieval female composer; a 
15th century piece from Spain; 
and a poem by Judy Grahn put to 
music by Kristina Berger, 
Amasong's choral director, 
DiBianco said. 
She also said the choir does a 
variety of songs from around the 
world and from different cen-
turies. 
Soloists will also be perform-
ing at the concert, DiBianco 
said. 
-
-
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Student home pages 
can't be censored 
to protect university 
With the firm establishment of computers 
and the World Wide Web across many of 
America's college campuses, students have 
been given a potential key to greater freedom 
of expression. 
However, because of some legal issues sur-
rounding content of home pages, that potential 
key may quickly be transformed into a loaded 
weapon. 
Edl.tQfJ·a1 Eastern officials cur-rently are looking into 
_,,,,,,, means to address some 
of the legal concerns surrounding student 
home pages as a result of some complaints 
they have received. 
Harry Nelsen, director of academic comput-
ing, said the complaints have centered around 
copyright issues, powography_, def~mation and 
bad taste on student home pages in Eastern 's 
domain. 
While Eastern itself operates a official uni-
versity home page, students are allowed to cre-
ate their own home pages under the universi-
ty's domain. 
The potential problem that has started to 
unveil itself with student home pages is how to 
protect Eastern's legal interests without 
infringing on students' freedom of speech. 
Perhaps th_e single best thing about student 
home pages is the freedom they can offer stu-
dents. This provides students with a chance to 
put virtually anything in a public forum literal-
ly accessible throughout the world. 
Students can post up virtually anything on 
their home pages, from pornography to person-
al slams on their teachers. 
But out of this stems the dangerous potential 
for charges of ·defamation or libel, which could 
seriously hurt the university if they are impli-
cated in those cases. 
One possible m~ans of resolving this prob-
lem is requiring that students have a disclaimer 
on their home page stating that it is not in any 
way officially affiliated with the university 
itself. 
Without question, Eastern needs to protect 
itself from potential legal problems, but this 
must be done without arbitrarily censoring the 
content of home pages. 
' ' today's quote 
Assassination is the extreme form of 
censorship. 
-George Bernard Shaw 
All-ages concerts too angerous for kid 
THE QUESTION: So you're , 
just standing there minding your 
own business. To the left of you 
is a twelve-year-old boy with a 
mowhawk, to the right is a blood 
soaked kid trying to keep from 
tipping over and in front you is a 
To this day, I insist 
"But when kids younger sister goes to a con 
with a big group of friends, or 
least with someone who co 
keep her from getting drag 
into a pit. 
some girl swinging her bra in the ANDREW RODGERS 
air like a lasso. Are you: 
are involved in 
a moshpit, 
there is more 
room for people 
to claim igno-
rance if they get 
injured." 
While the "touch me and 
toss you onto the floor" ethic 
the essence of the mosh pit, it 
disheartening to see some of 
next generation bashing the Ii 
intelligence it has to a pulp. 
A) In the middle of a gang war in Regular columnist 
Los Angeles 
B) Watching the sequel to "Kids" 
C) At a Charleston City Council 
meeting 
I guess I have a problem 
people get together and let loose to the point that 
D) Smoking some funny cigarettes 
E) None of the Above 
THE ANSWER: E) None of the Above. You are at one 
of the many local theaters or clubs that has recently begun 
to offer all-ages rock concerts. 
get hurt. If someone in a mosh pit made up of consen · 
adults gets hurt, he can't say he didn't know what c 
happen. There are, for instance, no excuses if you lose 
finger or two in a Nine Inch Nails mosh pit. 
Now don't get me wrong. I think the youth of today def-
initely need an outlet for all their built up hostilities and 
aggression. It's just that it gets really hard to enjoy a show 
when "little" kids are running around slamming into every-
thing. 
But when kids are involved in a violent mosh pit, 
is more room for people to claim ignorance if they 
injured. That is dangerous for other dancers, club o 
and kids themselves. It is a definite no-win situation. 
The problem isn't the kids so much as what is created 
by the combination of mosh pits, lax concert security and 
raucous music. It just seems that when put into concert sit-
uations, many of today's younger concert-goers have the 
habit of going nuts and forgetting to behave like humans. 
If you have ever been to a big concert with an ul 
active mosh pit, then you have also probably seen some 
the things that can happen when moshers go too far: 
ken arms, legs, collar bones, etc. Regardless of injuries, 
saddest thing is when you see an innocent someone 
sucked in when he or she doesn ' t want to. 
A case in point: A couple of months ago, I went to a 
punk show in Champaign. I had never seen so much blood 
and raw anger from such a young group of kids before. 
The crowd, of which I was perhaps the oldest, did little 
more than thrash around during every song - even during a 
couple slower "ballads." Alcohol had a small part to play 
in the fights on the floor. But most of the problems were 
created by the release of pent up emotions. 
Basically, clubs and theaters have no right to allow Ii 
kids (teenagers) to mosh. It is too dangerous for every 
involved. 
The solution to all this is to not allow young mosh 
in some places and not others. Just get· rid of all the u 
age violent-dance venues. And if some club still insists 
offering all-ages shows so kids can go wild, then it sh 
be ready to accept the consequences - whether it is a la 
suit, damaged property or an angry patron who got bl 
Until that day, I had never seen someone get dropped 
while crowd surfing. And to my disbelief, the high school-
er who fell got back up and wiped all the blood off on his 
shirt. That sort of mob scene really scares me. 
spilled on his shoes. 
-Andrew Rodgers is Verge editor for The Daily East 
News. His e-mail address is cuawr@ecom.ucn.bgu.edu. 
University Board, 
Lipke not receiving 
deserved respect 
Dear editor: 
I am writing this letter to voice my 
support for the University Board and 
all of its dedicated, hard working 
members. I feel that the criticism the 
board, and especially its chairman 
Keith Lipke, has been getting, is total-
ly unfair and unwarranted. Many peo-
ple have come forward to criticize 
what this programming board does. 
They are not taking into consideration 
all of the good things that this board 
does for the students here. They pro-
gram many inexpensive, extremely 
fun events for the students. The board 
gives us something to do within the 
university atmosphere throughout the 
week and the weekend. Not only does 
the UB do entertaining programs, they 
also coordinate educational ones. 
I think that as a group, this organi-
zations should be allowed to make 
whatever decisions it needs to in order 
to run smoothly. It cannot program 
e':'.ery group t_hat ~ants !<? C?me here, 
your turn 
and must decide which acts to book. 
The board has many standards that are 
involved when deciding who will 
come here. That is the job of the coor-
dinators and chairman together; to 
program for the students, doing the 
job the board was designed to do. 
I myself am a member of the UB 
Comedy committee and I have seen 
these individuals in actions, and I 
think that they do a very good job. I 
think that since these people give up 
so much of their time and expose 
themselves to such widespread criti-
cism, they deserve a little more credit 
from this university than they receive. 
I especially feel that the criticism 
Lipke is receiving is totally unwar~ 
ranted. I have seen him work, and I 
know how involved he is. I think that 
someone that devotes so much of his 
personal time and effort into so many 
organizations deserves way more 
credit than he is receiving. I think he 
should be admired for having the 
desire and determination to do so 
much for this university. 
Cfl (' 
Before criticizing this hard wo · 
board, students should take some · 
to find out exactly what the b 
does and how it operates. Maybe if 
do that, we will appreciate all of 
effort that goes into student prog 
ming a little more. 
Melissa GI 
UB Comedy comm 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News enc 
ages letters to the editor conce · 
local, state, national or intemati 
issues. 
Letters should be less than 3 
words. For the letter to be printed, 
name of the author, the autho 
address, telephone number, year· 
school and current major must 
included. If necessary, letters will 
edited according to length and s 
at the discretion of the editorial 
editor or editor in chief. 
Anonymous letters will not 
printed. 
If a letter has more than th 
authors, only the names of the 
.tJ:t~ee _ wiJI. ~e p~nted . 
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harleston, campus to bond 
during community cleanup 
By JESSICA BAKER 
ltaff writer 
In an effort to clean up 
Charleston and bring the com-
munity and campus closer, stu-
ilents may be able to participate 
m a community service project . 
m April. 
Student Body President 
Michelle Gaddini said she is 
ilanning a service project, The 
Big Event, to get Eastern stu-
ilents and Charleston residents to 
work together to clean up the 
community. 
This is just a simple way for 
students to get involved· and to 
say "thank you" to the residents 
in Charleston, Gaddini said. 
"College students are some-
times stereotyped as being the 
bad guys in the eyes of the resi-
dents living in a university 
town," Gaddini said. "But I'm 
hoping that by having the Big 
Event, the students and residents 
can go out in the community and 
make a difference." 
The tentative date for the pro-
ject is Sunday, April 21. 
Gaddini said students will be 
performing simple work such as 
raking leaves or picking up 
garbage around Charleston. 
"I want to send postcards to 
the Charleston residents to 
inform them of what and when 
The Big Event is going to be 
held," Gaddini said. "If a resi-
dent needs work done, then he or 
she will mark the postcard and 
mail it back to us." 
Gaddini said she hopes the 
service project will help the 
community and the campus get 
to know each other on a personal 
level. 
"This service event will be a 
great way to bring the communi-
ty closer together and meet new 
and interesting people," Gaddini 
said. "And if the event is suc-
cessful, then we will plan to have 
it every fall and spring." 
The Big Event was started in 
1982 by the Texas A&M 
University Student Senate mem-
bers to try to get students and 
residents to work together to 
clean up the surrounding com-
munities. 
Gaddini said she got the idea 
to have the service project in 
Charleston from the a Student 
Government conference last 
year. 
The service event must be 
approved by the senate before 
any plans can be finalized. 
"The only problem with this is 
that I haven't brought the project 
up to the senate members so they 
haven't been able to approve ft," 
Gaddini said. "I'm hoping that 
the senate members will approve 
the Big Event because it will 
bring students and residents clos-
er together." 
Any student organization may 
participate in the event by calling 
the Student Government Office 
in the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Gouncil passes parking proposal 
By BRITI CARSON 
Staff writer 
The Charleston City Council passed a proposal 
to amend the city's parking ordinance by a vote of 
3-1 vote on March 19 to help improve parking at 
apartment complexes in Charleston. 
The ordinance was previously approved on 
March 5 with an additional 10 percent space for 
visitors and maintenance vehicle parking. The 
amendment was passed by a 4-1 vote with 
Commissioner Greg Stewart being the dissenting 
vote. 
On March 19, the ordinance was passed without 
the additional 10 percent parking space for visitors 
with Mayor Dan Cougill being the dissenting vote. 
Commissioner Jim Dunn was absent from the meet-
ing. 
Commissioner Gene Scholes said he believes the 
ordinance a step in the right direction. 
"If you look across town and at the parking situa-
tion, a lot of residents don't have adequate parking 
uid some are having to park on the lawns which is 
ltffecti~.K.Jh.e _re~lty v_ahie' of the"property," Scholes 
said. 
Scholes said one and a half parking spaces will 
be provided for each single bedroom unit and one 
parking space will be given per bedroom with two 
or more occupants. Previously, one and a half park-
mg spaces were given per apartment. 
The City Council received a letter from a con-
cerned realtor who requested the amendment be 
left off the ordinance and the City Council decided 
to honor his request and remove the amendment 
and vote again on the ordinance. 
The council also delayed the appointment of a 
proposed Housing Committee until another meet-
ing. 
Funding for graduate newspaper 
cut from Student Senate budget 
8y REAGAN BRANHAM 
Student government editor 
The Graduate Student Advisory 
Council for the second year in a 
tow will n]t be able to fund its.. 
' \ 
newspaper o gra_,dufite stqdents 
because of the elimination 6f"rond~ · 
ing from the Student Government 
llldget. 
The Apportionment Board ten-
tatively cut $1,250 fr~m the 
Student Government budget to 
eliminate funding for advisory 
council. 
Thomas Gladsky, dean of the 
graduate school said about 80 per-
cent of the $1,250 is used to fund 
lhe newspaper, which would come 
out three times a year. 
AB member Jeannie Rzepka 
said the group eliminated the 
money because they do not fund 
other student groups and did not 
feel it was fair to make an excep-
tion for the graduate students. 
" Basically the idea was if 
they're funding one (Recognized 
Student Organization), what about 
everybody else," Rzepka said. "It's 
,really not fair." . 
§111d~ky sai4 he <;loes not under-
tirn<l why the.'.money' was· taken 
out of the budget. 
"The reasons were never pre-
sented to me," Gladsky said. ·•1t 
was very difficult to find out why 
and it still is. It wasn't a reduction, 
it was an elimination." 
The Student Senate voted 11-
10-1 to not eliminate the funding 
for the council before the AB 
eliminated it from the budget 
request. The senate fell short of 
the two-thirds vote needed to pass 
the proposal. 
Rzepka said the close vote 
helped the AB make the decision 
to cut the funding because the sen-
ate was split about whether to con-
tinue funding themselves. 
"It kind of showed us that even 
senate didn't think this was a good 
idea," she said. 
Gladsky said because no gradu-
ate students are on the senate, they 
do not have good representation to 
let the senate. know why the 
money is needed. 
"Graduate students are general-
ly not taken into account," 
Gladsky said. "That's why it' s 
easy to eliminate (the funding) 
because there's no representation. 
They (the senate) are looking out 
for their interest. We don't have 
graduate students actively taking 
part in (Student Government)." 
Gladsky said about 11 percent 
of Eastem's student body is made 
of graduate students, but none are 
on the senate. 
"We don't have representation 
for a large number of students," 
Gladsky said. 
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Seminar to give 'straight facts' 
on STDs facing college students 
By THERESA GAVLIN 
Staff writer 
All of the major sexually trans-
mitted diseases college students are 
faced with will be discussed at this 
week's Life Skills Seminar spon-
sored by Eastern ' s Counseling 
Center. 
The di seases that will be di s-
cussed include syphili s, warts, 
herpes, gonorrhea and AIDS, Meyer 
said. 
students." 
Treatments for the diseases and 
the importance of safe sex will be 
discussed, and a few brochures will 
be handed out, Meyer said. "We're going to try and hit all of 
them," she said. "We have the resource room at 
health services, so if people will 
want more (brochures), they can 
come to health services," Meyer 
said . . 
Meyer and Shrader have also 
been trained in family planning, 
Shrader said. 
"Get The Facts Straight" will be 
held at noon Wednesday in the 
Kansas Room of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union . The 
seminar will be led by Judy Meyer 
and Nita Shrader, women's health 
nurses at the University Health 
Service. 
Meyer said the seminar is geared 
towards "all the STD's that college 
students run into." 
If people would prefer not to dis-
cuss issues at the seminar, they may 
choose to discuss things in private 
with one of the speakers, Meyer 
said. 
"It's the age group that should be 
educated about this, because some 
of these STD's you have for life," 
she said. "It 's something everyone 
should be educated with, not just 
"(The seminar) is open to anyone 
that wants to come," Meyer added. 
Officials say. Gary casinos are legal 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A 
Virginia congressman 's warning 
that riverboats in Gary might vio-
late a federal maritime law has 
already been considered, and state 
officials said Monday they are con-
fident the casinos can operate 
legally. 
legislation last year to exempt the 
state from the Johnson Act. But 
there was still some question if that 
was enough to protect the river-
boats, said Ed Feigenbaum, pub-
lisher of Indiana Gaming Insight, a 
newsletter monitoring the gam-
bling industry. 
Carter is in Washington, D.C., 
and has not seen the letter yet, 
spokesman Rich Schneider said. 
But Schneider said after talking 
with the gaming commission, he 
also believes the Indiana boats can 
operate legally. 
"They ' ve researched this in 
depth and they feel that Indiana is 
in great shape and there are no 
problems with the way Indiana has 
structured the law," Schneider said. 
In a letter to Indiana Attorney 
General Pamela Carter, Virginia 
Rep. Frank Wolf asked what the 
legal basis was for the Gary boats, 
since they apparently would violate 
the Johnson Act. The act, passed in 
1951 , prohibits gambling on 
intrastate waters, including Lake 
Michigan. 
Members of the Indiana Gaming 
Commission met with the 
Department of Justice and reached 
an understanding about the 
Johnson Act, said Jack Thar, the 
commission's executive director. 
Just in case, Indiana Rep. Pete 
Visclosky has proposed federal leg-
islation that would exempt Indiana 
riverboats from the Johnson Act. 
Visclosky represents the lst 
District, which includes Gary. 
The Gary boats are scheduled to 
open in late May. 
"As written, the Johnson Act 
appears to bar the operation of a 
gambling vessel from Gary, Ind., 
and the establishment of gambling 
on Indiana's territorial waters of 
Lake Michigan," wrote Wolf, an 
ardent gambling opponent. 
"We have had discussions with 
the Department of Justice and they 
have outlined the circumstances of 
how the riverboats can function on 
Lake Michigan without violating ... 
the Johnson Act," he said. 
The exemption was included in 
the Coast Guard Authorization Act 
of 1995 and passed by the House. 
But the Senate passed its own ver-
sion of the bill, and a conference 
committee is now trying to work 
out the-differences. The General Assembly passed 
Thar did not want to comment 
further because he had not yet 
responded to Wolf's letter. 
States may get 
power to declare 
official language 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Steppic.g into a polit-
ically charged dispute, the Supreme Court 
agreed Monday to review whether states can 
make English their official language and require 
its use for most government actions. 
The justices said they will examine a lower 
court ruling that said Arizona's official-English 
cofistitutional amendment violates state employ-
ees ' right of free speech. 
Official-English laws have been growing in 
popularity along with proposals to limit immi-
gration and restrict government benefits to 
immigrants. 
Twenty-two other states and at least 40 cities 
have enacted some type of official-English law, 
and Congress is considering legislation similar 
to the amendment Arizona vo ters ado pted in 
1988. 
Bob Dole, the prospective Republican presi-
dential nominee, supports the federal legisla-
tion, saying, "We need the glue of language to 
hold us together." B ut President Clinton has 
criticized the idea, saying English is "of 
course'' the language of the United States but 
that people should value "the culture, the tradi-
tions of everybody." -
In other action Monday, the court: 
• Agreed to use an Oregon case to decide 
whether people may use the Endangered Species 
Act to file lawsuits accusing the federal govern-
ment of doing too much to protect a species . 
• Agreed to decide in a Kansas case whether 
people must pay income taxes on punitive dam-
ages they are awarded in personal-injury law-
suits. 
• Turned down Lo u isiana's bid to deny 
Medicaid-funded abortions for women impreg-
nated as a result of rape or incest. Federal law 
allows Medicai d -funded abo r tio ns for s uch 
women. 
200 gays tie knot 
under new law 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - With the words, "I 
hereby pronounce you lawfully recognized domes-
tic partners," more than 200 gay couples - some 
in drag, some in traditional white dresses and 
tuxedos - tied the knot Monday under a new and 
largely symbolic city ordinance. 
"As usual, we are first, and by virtue of your 
participation in this ceremony, you ar0'-a part of 
history," Mayor Willie Brown said at the start of 
the ceremony in a theater across from City Hall. 
With that, 20 couples at a time walked down the 
theater aisles to take their place on stage for their 
group vows. 
"We pledge, while in this union, to be responsi-
ble for each other and to be committed to a rela-
tionship of loyalty and mutual caring," each group 
said in unison. 
Then they were pronounced " lawfully recog-
nized domestic partners" and tossed their bou-
quets into the audience of hundreds of relatives 
and friends. 
More than 200 couples were "married" in the 
ceremony, which lasted more than two hours. 
The unions are strictly ceremonial and not rec-
ognized by state law. Under the city's 1991 
domestic partnership ordinance, couples already 
have visitation rights in hospitals, shared health 
plans for city employees, and bereavement leave 
for city workers when a partner dies. 
At least 3,000 unmarried couples, most of them 
gay, already have paid the $35 fee and registered 
their domestic partnership. The commitment cere-
mony, approved by city supervisors in January, 
costs an additional $30. 
After filing for their partnership, a couple could 
walk into the city clerk 's office and get "married" 
like heterosexuals do now. 
Monday's ceremony, however, was held in the 
Herbst Theater and included a fanfare from the 
Lesbian and Gay Freedom Day Marching Band. 
By San Francisco standards, it was an unusually 
sedate affair. A few women wore full-length bridal 
gowns and some of the men wore tuxedos, but 
many people wore business suits or jeans. 
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urvey states one _in every five 
oung adults are binge drinkers 
CHICAGO (AP) - They belly 
to the bar, then slide behind 
wheel. 
Five percent of the young 
dult s responding to a new 
'nking survey said they drive 
ery time they consume alco-
lic beverages. 
Th e American Medical 
sociation survey of 18- to 30-
ar-olds also says 40 percent 
'nk to levels that impair judg-
ent and physical performance 
d about one in every five are 
'nge drinkers. 
"The results demonstrate a 
d, unconscionable waste of 
ent and potential by our coun-
's young people," said Nancy 
ickey, chairwoman of the 
A's board of trustees. 
Binge drinking is defined as 
lhe consumption of five or more 
'nks in one sitting by a male 
four or more by a female. 
Although more than a third of 
the 800 people questioned said 
they do not drink, 19 percent 
said they are frequent binge 
drinkers and 7 percent said they 
binge every time they drink 
alcohol. 
The telephone survey had a 
margin of error of 3.5 percent-
age points. 
Henry Wechsler, director of 
College Alcohol Studies at 
Harvard School of Public 
Health, said college-age 
drinkers can damage their health 
and often~ miss educational 
opportunities when they let their 
drinking interfere with their 
school work. 
But Wechsler, who was not 
involved in the AMA study, said 
their drinking often affects other 
students as well. 
Secondhand problems include 
lost sleep or study time due to 
the interruptions of drinking 
students, but can also include 
both physical and sexual 
assault. 
Men drink more often - and 
more heavily - than women, the 
survey indicated. 
Only 27 percent of the male 
respondents said they don't 
drink, but 42 percent of the 
women said they abstain. And 
31 percent of the men admitted 
to binge drinking, while the fig-
ure for women was 16 percent. 
Men also are more likely to 
drink and drive, the survey indi-
cated. Seven percent say they 
drink and drive all the time, 
while only 2 percent of the 
women said they drove after 
drinking. 
ole returns to roots to celebrate 
epublican presidential nomination 
RUSSELL, Kan. (AP) - It is the place where he 
livered the newspapers, braved the dust bowl and 
ew strength from neighbors when he thought he 
ould never walk again. He has always been a 
ro here, but Bob Dole came home to Russell on 
onday as something else: a winner. Finally. 
"I have come here to 'celebrate dreams that have 
me true," the certain Republican presidential 
minee told a homecoming rally at Russell High. 
will never forget your sacrifice and your prayers." 
For Dole, it was an emotional homecoming to 
celebrate victory in his third try for the Republican 
presidential nomination. 
And for his campaign, it was an opportunity to 
introduce America to the other Bob Dole. Not the 
blue-suited Senate majority leader from the Sunday 
talk shows, but the hardscrabble son of the heart-
land who lived in a basement apartment, worked 
the soda fountain at Dawson's Drug, went off to 
war and fought his way back from near death. 
ere are still more to realize, not just for me -
t for America." 
rely ente s intp his..r~llrks, Dole's 
sWlm'ed with tear and liis vcnce !altered as he 
'ed to thank the people of Russell for supporting 
'm when he came home from World War II 
verely wounded, nearly paralyzed. 
"I know sometimes that life can be unfair. some-
times it can be painful, sometimes it is difficult," 
Dole said. 
"Some debts can never be repaid," Dole said. 
ut I have come to Russell to acknowledge mine. 
will never forget your kindness and your care. I 
"These lessons left their mark on me. I am a 
plain-spoken Kansan but I found my philosophy in 
the poetry of America. I certainly have limitations, 
but I will never apologize for who I am - because I 
am one of you." 
hitewater banker fined $2 million, 
cieved about 2-year prison term 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) - A 
former small-time banker who 
claims President Clinton ,pres-
sured him to make an illegal 
,000 lQan was sentenced 
day to mqre than ,t u y~ars· 
p son and otdered to repay the 
government $2.04 million. 
David Hale, whose allegations 
launched the Whitewater investi-
gation, also was given three 
years' probation and fined 
$10,000. 
Hale left the courthouse smil-
ing and said he would continue to 
cooperate with Whitewater inves-
tigators. 
He brushed off questions about 
the investigation , describing 
instead the two years he has spent 
in seclusion since he pleaded 
guilty in 1994 and agreed to 
expose his friends'. 
"The night I was relocated we 
passed a little Baptist church, and 
outside it said 'Hell is Real.' I 
guess that's a good explanation," 
the 55-year-old Hale said. 
Hale pleaded guilty to lying to 
the Small Business 
Administration to obtain millions 
in matching funds that he then 
used to make loans to enrich him-
self and his friends. 
After he was charged, Hale 
sought to strike a deal with prose-
cutors and claimed that Clinton, 
as governor, pressured him in 
1986 to loan $300,000 to Susan 
McDougal, one of Clinton's part-
ners in the Whitewater land 
development. Clinton, Hillary 
Rodham Clinton and James and 
Susan McDougal were partners in 
the Arkansas development from 
1978 to 1992. 
Hale's claims led to the 
appointment of a special 
Whitewater prosecutor. Clinton 
has dismissed Hale's accusation 
as a "bunch of bull." Neither he 
nor the first lady has been 
charged. 
Hale's 28-month prison sen-
tence is the stiffest one yet in the 
Whitewater investigation, which 
has resulted in nine guilty pleas. 
Former Justice Department 
official Webster Hubbell was sen-
tenced last year to 21 months on 
fraud and tax evasion charges. 
Gov. Jim Guy Tucker, who 
took office when Clinton became 
president, is now on trial with the 
McDougals. They are accused of 
arranging nearly $3 million in 
fraudulent loans through Hale 's 
company and through Madison 
Guaranty Savings and Loan, 
which the McDougals owned 
until it collapsed in 1989 at a cost 
to taxpayers of $65 million. 
University Theatre presents . .. 
~~~~~@ 
R. lli1g 
~ Wed Nite: Native Tan Line Contest -Cash ~ 
~ Prizes + $2illl Red Stripe ~ 
THE RIMERS OF ELDRITCH 
by Lanford Wilson 
8 PM, March 27, 28, 29, 30 and April 3, 4, 5, 6 and 2 PM, March 31 
in the Studio Doudna Fine Arts Center 
7 
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Services Offered 
WANTED 100 STUDENTS. Lose 
8-100 pounds. New Metabolism 
breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds in 
3 weeks. Guaranteed results. $35 
cost. 1-800-666-3829 
__________ 3/29 
EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS NOW 
on motorcycle insurance. Call 
BILL HALL 345-7023 or stop by 
HALL INSURANCE 1010 East 
Lincoln. 
__________ 3/26 
Help Wanted 
USED CD's The area's largest 
selection of used CD's, cassettes, 
concert T-Shirts, and video 
games. We buy, sell, and trade. 
Music exchange 512 N. 19th st. 
Mattoon. 234-3668 
-----....,-----..,.---,-...,...,,,·5/6 
NATIONAL COMPANY NEED 
LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS. High 
income potential. No experience 
n;~quired. For info call 202-393-
7723. 
-------.,.-.,...-----,--5/6 
TEACH ENGLISH ABROAD-
Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching 
basic conversational English 
abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S. 
Korea. Many employers provide 
room & board + other benefits. 
No teaching background or Asian 
languages required. For more 
information call: (206) 971-3570 
ext. J57383 
___________ 4/2 
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted 
for private Michigan boys/girls 
summer camps. Teach: swim-
ming, canoeing, sailing, waterski-
ing, gymnastics, riflery, archery, 
tennis, golf, sports, computers, 
camping, crafts, dramatics, OR 
riding. Also kitchen, office, main-
tenance. Salary $1250 or more 
plus R&B. Camp LWC/GWCC, 
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708-
446-2444. 
___________ 5/1 
FARM HELP NEEDED. 
Experience preferred. Call after 3 
pm or leave a message on 
machine. 348-8906 
__________ 3/29 
PART-TIME HELP NEEDED. 12-
15 houses per week. $5.00 per 
hour. Apply in person at Gandolfi 
Chiropractic Center, 2115 18th 
Street, Charleston 
___________ 4/1 
cl 
Help Wanted 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSI-
TY MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
UNIVERSITY UNION NOW HIR-
ING! The following business oper-
ations in the University Union are 
now hiring for the summer and 
intersession : Union Bookstore, 
Union Catering & Dining, 
Rathskeller, Copy Express, 
Bowling Lanes/Rec Area. 
Interested students should apply 
in the Business Operations 
Office, Room 200, Next to the 
Bridge Lounge, in the Union. 
Thank you! 
__________ 3/29 
DIRECT CARE PROFESSION-
ALS needed NOW and SUMMER 
in a 24-hour residential program, 
p~oviding services to adults and 
children with developmental dis-
abilities. Day, evening, and week-
end shifts available. Applications 
may be picked up at CCAR 
Industries, 825 18th St., 
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E. 
___________ 4/5 
CHARLESTON RECREATION 
DEPT. is seeking enthusiastic, 
responsible employees for sum-
mer work: lifeguards, day camp, 
gymnastics. Apply at 520 
Jackson, 2nd floor 
3/26 
-D-ID_Y_O_U__,.S_P_E_N_D_T_,.0_,0-MUCH 
MONEY ON SPRING BREAK? 
Have you maxed out your credit 
card? Are you wondering how 
you are going to pay for tuition in 
the Fall? Well come join the staff 
on Alpha House! Get rewarding 
experience that looks great on a 
resume and earn a living at the 
same time! Flexible hours for stu-
dents. Apply in person at 1701 
18th St. or call 345-4224. All 
shifts needed 
__________ 3/29 
MICHIGAN CHILDREN'S SUM-
MER CAMP JOBS AVAILABLE. 
COUNSELING, MAINTENANCE, 
OFFICE OR KITCHEN. COME 
TALK TO US ABOUT HOW YOU 
CAN BE PART OF A FUN AND 
EXCITING SUMMER. INTER-
VIEWS ON CAMPUS WEDNES-
DAY, MARCH 27, 1996. STU-
DENT SERVICES. 10:00-4:00 
PM. 
__________ 3/26 
HOME-BOUND WOMEN NEEDS 
LIVE-IN COMPANION. April 12-
19. Pay negotiable. Call 345-6760 
__________ 3/27 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: _______________ _ 
Phone: Student 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run ______________ _ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:---------------
Expiration code (office use only)------------
Person accepting ad _______ Compositor ____ _ 
·po. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
ayment: 0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number ______ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
I.TUESDAY 
advertisin The Daily Eastern Ne 
Help Wanted 
GREAT EMPLOYMENT. FULL 
TIME SUMMER. Drumtight 
Painting . $6.50-10.00/hour. 
Naperville/Western Suburbs. 800-
622-7871 
__________ 4/12 
Adoption 
LET'S HELP EACH OTHER 
ADOPTION: Full time mom and 
devoted dad can provide your 
newborn with a loving, warm and 
financially stable home filled with 
joy and laughter. Financial assis-
tance. Please call any time 
Donna and Dennis 1-800-314-
4265. 
__________ 3/29 
Roommates 
FEMALE LOOKING FOR 
FEMALE ROOMMATE to make 
arrangements for Summer, Fall, 
and Spring semesters. Call 856-
2284 after 6 p.m. 
__________ 4/1 
Subtessors 
SUMMER '96 SUBLESSOR 
NEEDED. 2 bdrm apt, parking, 
dishwasher, 1 block from campus. 
348-0058 
3/27 
=FE~M-A,--LE.,,--,,s-u=B~L=-ES7S70~R-,N-:-:E=EDED 
for summer/96 . Park Place . 
Please call Tara 348-5924 Leave 
a message. 
__________ 3/27 
FOR SUMMER ONLY, 2 sub-
lessors needed for 2 bedroom 
apartment-good location-Call 
345-4123 
___________ 4/1 
For Rent 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
Apartments available. Call 348-
1826 after 5 p.m. 
___________ 4/2 
SUMMER ONLY. Nice Individual 
Rooms For Females. $100/mo 
plus utilities. Parking . Only 3 
Rooms Left. Furnished 234-4831 
__________ .3/28 
For Rent 
4-5 GIRLS, cozy 3 bedroom fur-
nished house for '96-'97 school 
year, appliances, near Old Main. 
348-8406. 
5/6 
,--Ll,,-N,_.,C,--o=-L,--N,-:-W-c-:O:-O=-D=--=-p771 N-:-:E=:T=:R=-~E E. 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR, 
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTE-
NANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-
6000 
----------.,.--5/6 
ONE BEDROOM APTS, Fall '96, 
QUIET, mature persons. All utili-
ties paid. 1 Bdrm $365-1 person, 
$200 per person-2 people. 11 1/2 
month leases. Unfurnished. Call 
345-6759 leave message. No 
Parties! 
___________ 5/6 
VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM apt. 
3-4 people furnished. Garbage 
disposal, dishwasher, central air, 
and decks 1 O mo. lease Call 345-
2363 
___________ 516 
McARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS Now Leasing for 96-97 
school year. Two bedroom fur-
nished Apartments 12-month 
lease 345-2231 
---..,..-,----,--....,------5/6 
NOW RENTING- two bedroom 
apartments for '96- '97 school 
year. Carlyle Apartments 348-
7746 
---------,----·5/6 
1 BEDROOM APTS. FUR-
NISHED, DISHWASHER, 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN-
TRAL AIR , AND DECKS. 
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 345-
2363 
------__,.-,-,....,----,-,.,,,516 
3 OR 4 BEDROOM, VERY 
LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FUR-
N I SHED, DISHWASHER , 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN-
TRAL AIR, AND DECKS. 10 MO, 
LEASE. CALL 345-2363 
-.,.---,,-,,--,,----=-=,..,.-,,:::----5/6 
HOUSES FOR RENT. 4 to 5 peo-
ple Ask for Lisa/Barb/Mike 348-
5947 
___________ 4/1 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT. 415 
Harrison. $175/person. 348-5032. 
___________ 4/5 
HOUSING FOR 1996-97 
SCHOOL YEAR. Rental houses 3 
blocks off campus_ Call 815-894-
2072 or 345-1777, ask for Erin 
__________ .3/29 
ACROSS 
1 "--off!" 
("Congrats!") 
30Nova--
33 Hertz rival 
58 1960 chart 
topper 
s Payola, e.g. 
39 Aplenty, in the 
past 
82 G.0.P. insider 
Matalin 
64 Skepticism 
For Rent 
HOUSE, 4 PEOPLE. 1 & 2 bed-
room apt. Lease and deposits, 
Summer & Fall 96-97. No pets, 
345-4602 
4/5 
S~U~M~M~E~R,...--,,O~N~L,..,Y~H~O,,-,--,-U=s=E-.-,-12.10 
3rd Street, close to campus. 2-3 
people, 348-5032 
___________ 4/8 
cam 
For Rent 
4 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
2 bathrooms. 96-97 school 
No calls after 5 pm. Leave a 
sage. 348-0673 
3, 4, 5 BEDROOM HOUSE 
bedroom Apartment for rent. 
345-5728 
s 
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN formal meeting at 6 p.m. toni(IC 
127 LH. Topic is sex discrimination. 
HONORARY ORDER OF Omega meeting at 9 p.m. tonight in the 
room. 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT Organization meeting at 7 p.m. toniglt 
the Greenup room. Everyone is welcome. 
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, and Allies Union meeting at 7 p.m. ton· 
210 Coleman Hall. 
' CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL BB/BS Easter party at 6:15 p.m. tonigt 
Lawson Basement. No meeting tonight but please come help with 
party. . 
PRE-LAW CLUB will have a U of I Law professor speaking at 7 
tonight in 205 Coleman Hall. 
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION Campus Bible Study at 7 p.m. toniglt 
the Foundation. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Etti 
room. Pictures are in from the Pageant. Do not send your friend to 
them up. YOU are the only one who can. 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA philanthropic meeting at 8:30 p.m. tonight in 
Ringenberg. Call Jennifer at 8101 if you can't attend. 
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir exec. board meeting at 2:30 
today in the HECA office. · 
PHI BETA LAMBDA meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Paris room. 
NRHH MEETING at 6 p.m. tonight in the Oakland room. Hope to see 
there. 
CAREER PLANNING and Placement Center Computerized Plac 
Services at noon, Wednesday in the Student Services Bldg., Room 13. 
BGC SOCIAL meeting at 2 p.m. today in the Martinsville room. 
DELTA SIGMA THETA Sorority will have sign-ups 5-6 p.m. tonight in 
Residence Halls. For more info. call the house at 7087. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation 8-9 
tonight in the Newman Chapel. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER bible study at 6 p.m. tonight in 1 
Coleman Hall. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER mass at noon today in the Chapel. 
BETA ALPHA ~SI and Financial Management Association will have 
Agent Thomas V. Fuentes speak at 7 p.m. tonight in 17 LH. Them 
is at 6:1 5 p.m. 
SAFCS MEETING for Fashion Merchandising at 5:30 p.m. tonight in 1 
Kiehm Hall. A coach representative will be speaking. 
BGC GREEK SING practice 7-9 p.rn. tonight in the Greek Court Co 
Area. All participants must be present from each chapter. If not · 
will be deducted. • 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY 
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be subm' 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEF 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be 
mitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadli 
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEAD 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip t 
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips m 
edited for available space. 
10 Sandler formerly 
of "S.N.L." 
14 Object of an 
38 "But --me, 
giv~ me liberty 
39 Children's card 
game 
es "My Way" lyricist 
ee Old socialite 
Army hunt 
15 Wedding route 
18 Deli sandwich 
17 Dig, so to speak 
18 "--your life!" 
19 Siberia's site 
20 W.W. II fighter 
pilot 
23 Nosh 
24 Theater sections 
25 Head out on the 
ranch? 
27 Monopoly 
purchase 
40 Changeable in 
shape 
42 Last number 
before "Liftoff! "" 
43 Run off to the 
preacher 
45 Take a -- at 
48 Fires 
47 Signify 
49 Photographer 
Adams 
51 Cobbler's stock 
53 Pindar's Muse 
56 Foofaraw 
Maxwell 
•1 "Sesame Street" 
Muppet 
68 Champagne 
name 
99Appear 
70 Intelligence 
71 Mrs. 
Shakespeare 
DOWN 
1 50% 
2 "Where there's 
3 1964 Olympics 
city 
4 Vehicles with 
bells 
5Mafioso 
6 Battle with the 
police 
7 Italian wine 
center 
a Whips 
9 Principles 
10 "Caught you!'' 
11 Erwin Rommel's 
nickname, with 
"the" 
12 La Scala song 
t3 Castle defense 
2t Recent: Prefix 
22 Preserve again 
28 Dawn goddess 
66 
69 
Puzzle by G...gory E. Paul 
29 NASA chimp 
29 Led Zeppelin's 
"Whole--
Love" 
31 Actress Skye 
32 Trojan War god 
33 Filled with 
wonder 
34Lowland 
35 Locomotive 
37 Withdraw, as 
from a 
dependency 
400neofthe 
Benchleys 
41 Kind of ballot 
44 "The Purloined 
Letter" writer 
48 Joe Namath's 
alma mater 
48 Dodges 
50 Unit of work 
52 Dorm sound 
54 Mortise insertion 
55 Like some old 
buckets 
56 City north of Des 
Moines 
57 Cowgirl Evans 
59 Senator Sam 
IONile bird 
e1 Fixed fee 
63 Sweet potato 
MARCH 26 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9 51 TBS-18 
6:00 Wheel of Fortune News News NIT Bball Tourn. Wings Family Matters News w/ Lehrer Commish Roseanne Invention Carmen Sandiego Funniest Home .. 
.6:30 Inside Edition Inside Edition Wheel of Fortune Semttinal in NY Wings Newhart Simpsons Movie Magic Bill Nye Funniest Home_ 
7:00 vv1ngs 1ne1,;11ent Hoseanne Muraer, ::;ne vvrote Movie: In 1 ne t:yes Nova Unsolved Mysteries Movie:Weekend at Scandinavia ... Little House on Movie: Surt Nifii 
7:30 3rd RocWSun Coach Of a Stranger Bernie's II The Prairie 
8:00 Frasier Movie: The Wrong Home lmprov. Boxing: Murray- Frontline Movie:She Said No Myst. Universe Bonanza 
8:30 John Larroouette Woman Dana Carvev Looez nr. welter.I World of Wonder 
9:00 Dateline NBC NYPDBlue Night Court wisdom of Faith Star Trek: Voyager Land of the Eagle News Movie: Surt N~ 
9:30 News w/ Huston Smith Firing Line 
10:00 News News News Silk Stalkings Night Court As Time Goes By Unsolved Myst. Final Justice Movie Magic Cinema 
10:30 Jay Leno David l.(10:35) Nigh~ine (10:35) SportsCenter Simon and Simon Movie Cops Invention Movie 
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For Rent 
IQUE HOMES PROPERTIES, 
5-5022 : Atrium Sunrise 
rtments. Call us for personal 
pointment. Come see luxury 
· g, indoor pool, hot tub, exer-
equipment, laundry facilities. 
bedroom apartments with vani-
in each bedroom & free park-
. Also available: 1 bedroom 
den at 1617 9th St. 5 bed-
m house close to campus, 
9 7th Street. 
For Sale 
NITH IBM COMPATIBLE 
OMPUTER, $75. Stepper 
erciser, $55. King Size 
erbed,$50 
_ ________ __;4/1 
LAPTOP PC, $900. Software 
aded IBM PC, $1200 8mb 
M, 540 MB HD, w/monitor, 
· ter. Call 345-3152 
Lost & Found 
OST: MORGAN'S DISPOSAL 
TOTE 1151 SIXTH STREET. 
PLEASE RETURN TO PROPER-
TY. 348-0927. " 
__________ 3/26 
l'OUND IN KLEHM HALL 2 ·pairs 
II gloves, & 2 pairs of sunglass-
a Call 581-2812 to identify 
3/27 
AnnouncemQnts 
DON'T DROP OUT OF COL-
LEGE , Learn how to get free 
llJlley. Call toll free 1-888-FREE 
llJNEY 
_______ __c516 
ElU WOMEN'S RUGBY-Practice 
llonday through Thursday 4 pm. 
lnportant to attend, game this 
lll!ekend. 
________ .3/28 
c 
Announcements 
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE 
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS, 
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED 
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO 
OBLIGATION (800)862-1982 
EXT. 33 
_________ 3/28 
ATIENTION SENIORS ORDER 
PERSONALIZED GRADUATION 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AT 
TOKENS. ONLY $39.95-FREE 
PERSONAL MESSAGE-10-DAY 
DELIVERY-ORDER TODAY!!! 
_________ 4/5 
TRI-SIGMAS-Hope everyone had 
a great Spring Break! Only 6 
weeks of school left until summer! 
_________ 3/26 
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL AT 
TOKENS: FILE PROCESSING 
$1 OFF ALL ROLLS, FREE DOU-
BLES, OVERNIGHT DELIVERY. 
_________ Y29 
COME TO STU 'S WED. NITE 
AND SHOW US YOUR NATIVE 
TAN LINE. CASH PRIZES FOR 
MALE AND FEMALE FIRST 
PLACE WINNERS. FREE GIVE-
AWAYS : $2 .00 RED STRIPE 
AND $1 .50 CAPT. MORGAN 
MIXERS. DON'T MISS IT!! 
_________ 3/27 
CURT KNOX would like to ask 
Presidential Candidates Jason 
and. Bryan not to r.un because I 
need the money. BE SILLY AND 
VOTE SILLY 
_________ 3/26 
CONGRATULATIONS TO SALLY 
VAUGHAN of Phi Sigma Sigma 
on getting lavaliered to Ryan 
Porter of Sigma Nu . Love your 
sisters 
_________ 3/26 
DAWN JOHNSON: HAPPY 21 ST 
BIRTHDAY! How many shots will 
it take until we see the swan 
dive? Get ready l Love, Kristina, 
Julie, Chrissy, Hedge, and Pooh 
_________ 3/26 
HEY PHI SIGS-Hope you had a 
great break! We're very proud of 
all your hard work this year-it will 
pay off. LITP-Law & Browm 
_________ 3/26 
Doonesbury 
MISTER BOFFO 
·· ·1~ 
.. -:i 
---..:..' ::1 
vertisi 
OV6 OF ?He 61(7 Five, 
t/6f!£TT, A6ReeP 70 . 
'3e171£A Mt!JVR. 
aA97-AC770N 9(/fT 
A6A!N'3T7He 70-
84CCO IN/?U57RY.I 
\\\la" 
s \0····· 
--Goinn-Crazy? 
Bored? 
Tired of having nothing to do? 
Relax and Join 
The Daily Eastern 
News staff! 
The Nevvs has openings for: 
•ARTISTS• 
• CARTOONISTS • 
•WRITERS• 
•PHOTOGRAPHERS• 
Contact Heidi Keibler at 581-2812 
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BY GARAY TRUDEAU 
by Joe Martin 
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Collins mulling UIC job 
CHICAGO (AP) The 
University of Illinois at Chicago, 
looking to improve on a 10-18 
record, expects to find out this 
week if it has succeeded in luring 
Illinois assistant Jimmy Collins to 
head its men's basketball program. 
"He's connected to the city and 
he can recruit," said James 
Schmidt, UIC's interim athletic 
director, who offered Collins the 
job after weekend negotiations. 
The Flames are losing two 
starters to graduation and have yet 
to attract any oral commitments 
during the April 10-May 15 period 
for signing high school recruits. 
Schmidt said he offered Collins a 
contract with "a number of 
enhancements" to increase the 
school's commitment to the team. 
Collins' attorneys were evaluat-
ing the offer. 
Collins said he was encouraged 
by his negotiations ~ith Schmidt. 
"I found him to be an honest and 
sincere man in talking about what 
they are trying to do. We're on the 
san1e page," Collins said. 
Collins, 48, has been an assistant 
at Illinois since 1983. He was upset 
at being snubbed for the head 
coaching position left open when 
Lou Henson retired. The Illini last 
week hired Lon Kruger away from 
Florida. 
Dibble retires fro.m baseball 
MESA, Ariz. (AP) - Fiery Rob Dibble, a two-
tirne NL All-Star and member of the "Nasty Boys" 
bullpen of the 1990 World series champion 
Cincinnati Reds, retired from baseball Monday, then 
later said he might be back. 
He said he was only taking a month off and would 
decide then whether to launch a comeback in the 
minors. 
Chicago was carrying the 32-year-old veteran as a 
non-roster player this spring. 
Dibble told Chicago's WGN radio station 
Monday evening that he has been confused by too 
many pitching coaches telling him too many differ-
ent things in the last few years. 
"I'm going to take a month off to regroup," 
Dibble said. "I got to get my head on straight and I 
got figure out how to pitch again." 
Dibble, a fastball-throwing right-hander known 
for his temper and brush-back pitches, missed most 
of the last two years after arthroscopic surgery. 
The Daily Eastern Ne 
:: &ll!il!m:tm:l1181t:a 221!Uil!:l!l:htt& I Ulll ll!llMSl!t! tsl B : 
LaRussa psyched 
about new team 
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. 
(AP) - Tony La Russa gets the 
Cardinals up early. 
If a road game is scheduled, 
they're all at Al Lapg Stadium 
by 8 a.m., checking if La 
Russa has decided whether 
they'll be making the trip. If 
there's a home game, then 
there's early batting practice. 
"He keeps you on your 
toes," right fielder Brian 
Jordan said. 
"I guess that's the game 
plan." And La Russa stays on 
the move, move, move. 
Talking to coaches, talking to 
players, heading out to watch 
the proceedings. One place he 
is seldom found is in his 
office, feet propped on the 
desk. 
About a month into his first 
season in the National League, 
the man many believe to be 
one of the greatest managers in 
the game can't seem to relax. 
"It depends on when you 
talk to me," said La Russa, 51. 
"If it's after a game where we 
got beat, I don't treat it like 
I'm having the greatest time in 
my life. 
"This is a big responsibility, 
so we're trying to get it done." 
In 17 seasons, he's directed 
five division winners, made it 
to three World Series and took 
the championship with 
Oakland in 1989. 
EVERYONE NEEDS 
MORE 
MONEY! 
Right? 
SO ... why not sell your 
unwanted items in 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Section! 
Because 
all-nighters 
f IE 
Place a 
B RTHDAY 
AD 
with a 
PHOTO AND 
MESSAGE 
in 
The Dally 
.Eastern 
News 
(Deadline: 3 ~usiness Days 
Before Ad is lo run) 
arerit always 
spent in 
the librarY. 
C Visa US A l"n C . 199~ 
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anthers ready to face Olivet Nazarene 
fourth time this year. 
"This is a midweek game 
and so we'll probably play 
a lot of different people," 
Schmitz said. "(But) the 
weather is the thing I'm 
worried about, because we 
may have to cancel the 
a snowfall. The Panthers were slated to take 
on Eastern Kentucky, Wright State 
University and the University of Akron. 
early part of the ballgame." 
Later this week, the team will travel to 
St. Louis University on Wednesday before 
hosting Lewis University on Saturday. The 
Panthers will then be looking to build up 
momentum before their conference opener 
at home against Western Illinois University 
on April 6 and 7. 
Weather, not the opponent, may end up 
ing the Panthers' biggest concern for 
day's game against Olivet Nazarene 
iliversity. 
The Panthers are scheduled to play a 2 
m. contest at Monier Field, but due to the 
ent drop in temperatures and the possi-
However, if the defending Mid-Continent 
Conference Western Division champs get 
the opportunity to improve on their 7-10 
record, Schmitz is hoping to see his team 
play well in the first few innings. 
. 'ty of snow, head coach Jim Schmitz said 
steam may have to cancel a game for the 
game." Jim Schmitz 
The other games that were canceled ear-
lier this season were at the Eastern 
Kentucky University Invitational because of 
"Our team has to come out in the early 
innings and go up on the other team early," 
Schmitz said. "Pitching has to put up the 
zeros early and go after the hitters in the 
"Our team knows what it has to do to win 
games , and we're hoping to use these 
games to get our team back on track," 
Schmitz said. 
njuries, losses haunt softball squad in Florida 
JOSH HARBECK 
The Panthers left Charleston with a 2-2 record to play 
me of the best competition in college softball at the 
orida State University Tournament over spring break 
d came back with a sub-.500 record - and without the 
rvices of two players. 
Eastern lost seven of the nine games it played, but 
more importantly, Eastern lost the servi~es of sophomore 
'tcher Mandy White and junior outfielder Bridget Ward. 
During-die rusT inning o!oneortne t eam's pTCk-up 
pmes after the tournament, White, who was on the 
mound, took a line dive that broke her glove hand, 
cording to head coach Stephanie Fox. 
White has started seven of the team's 13 games this 
ieason, and the time she could be out is not yet known. 
"She's got a cast on right now, and it was too swollen 
ll tell (how long she will be out)," Fox said. "It's possi-
Me she'll be out all season, but we're hoping she'll be 
back in a few weeks." 
Fox said that more X-rays will be taken and the extent 
the injury will be known at that time. 
Ward also fell victim to an injured hamstring over the 
break. 
Fox said Ward will be out for at least a week, and she 
might not return anytime soon. 
"She could be out for the season if she goes out there 
and) plays on it and reinjures it," she said. 
Ward had seen plenty of playing time in the outfield 
d had started to provide some stability in the position, 
cording to Fox. 
With a roste~ that boasts only 14 players, the loss of 
rnru\l'lnlll/li'\"nru""1 two could be a major difficulty. 
Senior Missy Porzel is the only other 
pitcher to throw consistently this sea-
son, along with freshman Stacy Siebert, 
who has started two games this year. 
Fox said she is also looking for extra 
pitching help from other members of 
the team. Softball notebook The outfield situation had started to 
take shape with Ward claiming left field 
and junior Jennifer Cherveny the anchor in center field. 
- '(Wara) looked really solid in left field ," Fox said. 
"She and Jen out there were very solid." 
But with Ward's injury, Porzel and freshmen Amy 
Kukrnan and Courtney Cassata will be tested in the posi-
tions. 
"We'll deal with (the injuries) and still have a success-
ful season," Fox said. 
Fox said she did see some success at the tournament 
despite the 2-7 record. 
"We definitely played some tough teams," she said. "It 
was good to see us be able to play with them. The seven 
we lost were all close games. 
"It was frustrating because we could have pulled some 
of them out for wins." 
Eastern played three games within its pool on March 
15 - and dropped all three. 
The Panthers lost to Marshall University 4-2, the 
University of Connecticut 2-1, and No. 17 Indiana 
University 7-5. 
The second day of 2001 play, the Panthers came back 
to blow ou Florida A & M University 9-1, and Furman 
University 8-2. 
BASEBALL frompage12----------
on with a 3-1 record, and we learned a lot of 
tings about our tean1." 
Run production was also a big plus for the Panthers 
GYerduring the nine-game stand. 
"I was pleased with the run production of our team, 
lld we're getting the middle of the lineup to produce 
runs as the season goes along," Schmitz said. 
The Panthers averaged close to five runs per outing 
lld had just over 40 hits during the break, with senior 
top Steve Dunlop leading the offense. 
Dunlop has hit the ball 24 times in 63 at bats and 
ts a .381 batting average. He also has four borne 
son the year. 
Senior third baseman Shane Hesse has also done 
well in the first month of the season. Hesse, who was 
first team Mid-Continent Conference selection.is 
·ng .351 on the season, hitting the ball 13 times on 
'SI attempts at the plate, including two homers. 
recently, and the team is we're starting to get the meat 
of the order to swing the bats well." 
Despite winning four games over the break, 
Schmitz said his team needs to avoid getting into 
jams early on in ballgames because of a lack of 
defense. 
"Defense has been a real disappointment because 
we're not playing it ·an the way across the board," 
Schmitz said. "There is a lack of focus beca.use we're 
getting errors early in the game, which shows that our 
team is not prepared for every game." 
Pitching has also hurt the team in the young season 
according to Schmitz. 
The Panthers have given up nearly five runs per 1 
contest, and Schmitz said the walks-to-run ratio has 
been hurting the squad in the early going. 
The 2-3 record in pool play was not good enough to 
advance into the tournament. 
"All of the games could have gone the other way," Fox 
said. "We lost the games instead of the other team win-
ning. It was good that we were playing well, and we got 
better as the week went on." 
Pick-up Games: After the pool play, teams scheduled 
on-the-spot games to play the rest of the week. The 
Panthers played two games against Drake University and 
two against the University of Massachusetts. On March 
18, Eastern lost to Drak;e 3-0 and lost to UMass 8-0. 
The next day, the Panthers lost to UMass 1-0, as WdI 
as losing White. They also lost_ to _Drake· 4-3- er;~ 
ing back from a 3-0 deficit. 
The four losses gave the Panthers their 2-7 record over 
the break. 
Stealing a record: Cherveny started the season need-
ing only seven stolen bases to break the Eastern record 
for career steals (39). 
Over the break, she got the seventh and broke the 12-
year-old record held by Mary Tiegs (1981-1984). 
"She's very confident of herself," Fox said earlier in 
the season. "She's so fast it would be silly not to have 
her steal bases." 
Not quite yet: The Panthers' home opener might be 
put off once again. 
Eastem's home doubleheaders Saturday and Sunday 
were canceled due to snow early last week. 
The Panthers are scheduled to play a twinbill 
Wednesday against Indiana State University, but Fox 
said the games are most likely to be sw ' t hed to Terre 
Haute. 
With the production at the plate improving, 
·tz is pleased with what he has seen in the line-
•· "Dunlop, Hesse and (Matt) Broom have been 
inging the bats well," Schmitz said. "Nolan 
Lofgren and Doug Zywiciel have also done well 
"Our pitchers are not as aggressive as they should 
be right now," Schmitz said. "Our walk-to-strikeout 
ratio is really below what it should be because our 
pitchers are not going after the batters. We need to go 
after the hitters instead of putting men on." 
The other conference rival, Valparaiso, has not 
played any conference games yet, but does have an 
overall record of 6-6. 
TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Associate photo editor 
Eastern shortstop Steve Dunlop (left) puts the tag on an Iowa player 
during the Panthers' game with the Hawkeyes. The Hawkeye was 
called out. 
SAMUELS frompage12----
schools (in the Ohio Valley) are there and established themselves, we'll have to 
establish our own credibility and competitiveness in the league," Samuels said. 
Looking back on this past season, Samuels was pleased with his team's ability 
to comeback after tough losses. The most recent example is when the Panthers 
dropped their regular-season finale to Northeastern Illinois before besting Buffalo 
in the first round of the Mid-Con tournament. 
"I was proud of the times that we had great comebacks," Samuels said. "Our 
kids got off the deck very often during the season. It was a team that responded 
and a team that was willing to overcome adversity. 
"I thought that this team made good progress throughout the year." 
But Samuels understands that this wasn't the most perfect of seasons, and that 
he is hoping for a strong recruiting class to to fill holes in the lineup. 
"We had our ups and downs in consistency that was mostly on offense," 
Samuels said. "We sometimes had a tough time scoring. 
"(But) if we can get the returning players to return hard, that's the first step." 
ERICKSON from page 12 ..,,..,.,.....,.....,...,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.......,....., ...... ....., ...... 
My support of Abdul-Rauf diminished 
when he wimped out. My support of Rodman 
was never there. 
But two athletes - so different by so many 
standards - forced me to look at my opinion-
making processes and revise them a little bit. 
I also learned that, like it or not, most 
things come down to one thing: money. Cold, 
hard cash. And athletes love that green stuff, 
usually enough to bow to policies like stand-
ing for anthems, even if they don't believe in 
their meanings. 
Abdul-Rauf, with all his comments about 
finding peace in his inner soul and not caring 
about material things because of his religion, 
sure likes his money enough to alter his 
standpoint on standing. 
In one TV interview, he was shown in his 
living room meditating. His television 
couldn't have been much smaller than a 
movie screen. So talk is talk, but living proof 
is hard to find sometimes. 
Abdul-Rauf took a stand he wasn't ready 
to take. At least Rodman, in an his buffoons-
manship, doesn't back down from his views. 
Rodman may not be the brightest guy in the 
world for his behaviors, but at least he's hon-
est with himself. Makes it a heckuva lot easi-
er for people like me to rip on him, but he still 
has that one good point to him. 
Funny how I learn all this "life" stuff. I 
may be coasting along with Cs and Os, but 
I'm actually learning in college. Really mom, 
lam. 
TUESDAY 
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Matt Erickson 
Associate sports editor 
Time seems to 
always alter 
one's attitudes 
It seems I learn something new 
every day. Strangely, though, it 
usually doesn't happen because of 
anything of academic nature. Just 
living and calling myself a college 
student is enough. 
When Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf 
was suspended by the NBA for 
refusing to stand during national 
anthems, I immediately grabbed a 
viewpoint. 
I supported the Moslem-prac-
ticing Abdul-Rauf because he was 
standing up - well, actually not 
standing up - for his beliefs. He 
had been doing it all season, but 
suddenly the NBA's league clean-
up crew waved the red flag and 
cited league policy requiring all 
players stand to respect the 
Canadian and American flags. 
One big thing I've learned at 
college is that I'm quick to form 
controversial opinions. Why, I 
often wonder. Am I an idiot? Do I 
enjoy phone calls, letters and 
hearsay about the wrongs of my 
printed views? Perhaps. 
But I also take heed to them. 
,\bdul-Rauf, fortunately for him, 
did also. When he heard of his 
suspension, the Denver Nuggets' 
leading scorer announced he was 
prepared to quit basketball if nec-
essary to support his religious 
beliefs. 
Just one day, and I'm sure a 
cozy night's sleep later, and 
Abdul-Rauf announced he would 
adhere to NBA policy. For the 
kind of money he was going to 
miss out on, I can see why. 
But you don't take a stand on 
something you're not prepared to 
defend wholeheartedly. 
Apparently Mahmoud wasn't pre-
pared. Neither was I. 
I thought about my attitudes 
toward Dennis Rodman of the 
Chicago Bulls. Just last week, the 
tattooed Windy City novelty got 
drilled with a six-game suspension 
for head-butting an official. 
Do I support the suspension. Of 
course. Nail him for all he's 
worth. He broke the rules. You 
can't touch a ref, much less pull a 
Barn Barn Bigelow out of your 
bag of tricks and head-butt one. 
Yet at the time, I thought 
Abdul-Rauf - a much. tamer rebel 
than Rodman - was in the right. 
But he wasn't any less susceptible 
to the rules than Rodman, which 
is exactly how it should be. And 
both punishments seemed to fit 
the crimes. 
Is six games too harsh for 
Rodman? Maybe. It was obvious 
he didn't hurt the official - merely 
grazed him. 
But equate it to this. You walk 
to the front of the class with the 
instructor you despise more than 
anything in life. You take a big 
swing, then let your fist just touch 
See ERICKSON page 11 
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Samuels anxious for Ohio Valle 
Hoops coach 
to return for 
next season 
about Samuels' 
current one-
year contract 
not being 
renewed, as he 
wants to give 
Samuels the 
chance to 
Both McBee and Samuels said 
that the Ohio Valley is a much 
better basketball conference than 
the Mid-Continent, the Panthers' 
current conference. 
we will have to be more competi· 
tive in terms of basketball, 
McBee said. 
Still, Samuels is up to the 
to face team with the likes o 
Murray State and Austin Peay. 
this decade, Murray State h 
produced NBA star Popeye Jon 
while Austin Peay was this ye~ 
Ohio Valley representative to 
By DAN FIELDS 
Sports editor prove his team . is capable of Rick Samuels 
"It's just a better league in 
attracting kids," McBee said. "It 
will open up new avenues in 
recruiting south." 
After a 13-15 overall mark, 
Eastern head coach Rick Samuels 
will be looking to improve on that 
record when his team makes its 
inaugural appearance into the 
Ohio Valley Conference this fall. 
competing in the Ohio Valley. 
"Rick will be back next year .-
there's no doubt about that," 
McBee said. "In terms of the con-
ference, Rick deserves the chance 
to get in. 
"I think it's a good fit for us," 
Samuels said. "I'm looking for-
ward to it. I'm excited to develop 
rivalries with good basketball 
schools." 
NCAA tournament. 
"I think that since the othet 
schools (in the Ohio Valley) 
there and established themselv 
we'll have to establish our o 
credibility and competitivenes · 
the league," Samuels said. And Eastern athletic director · 
Bob McBee dispelled any rumors 
"My intentions are to have 
Rick back." 
But McBee said that he expects 
the team to compete with those 
better schools in the Ohio Valley. 
"Since it is a basketball league, See SAMUELS page 11 
Schmitz happy, 
despite losses 
But baseball skipper 
w_ants improvement 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Staff writer 
Eastem's "boys of spring" have gotten off to a shaky 
start in their quest for back-to-back Mid-Continent 
Conference crowns, as they own a 7-10 record on the 
young season. 
And while head coach Jim Schmitz's squad went 4-5 
over spring break after taking on the University of Iowa, 
Arkansas State University and conference foe 
Northeastern Illinois University, Schmitz is happy with 
what he saw over the break. 
'The big thing is getting the games in and we were 
able to do that," Schmitz said. "I was very pleased with 
the team and we saw some good competition in Iowa 
and Arkansas State." ' 
Eastern went 1-2 against the Hawkeyes last weekend 
and lost both games to Arkansas State. However, 
Schmitz was also pleased with his team's performance 
against Northeastern on the road, especially since it was 
a conference rival. 
"Northeastern has a nice record and they have a very 
experienced team back this year, so we were pleased 
with the fact that we won three of the four games on the 
road against them," Schmitz said. "Overall, our team is 
excited about winning and starting off the conference 
See BASEBALL page 11 
TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Associate photo edi!OI 
Eastern hurler Caleb Englehardt fires a pitch to a Iowa batter in a game earler this 
season. The Panthers have an overall record of 7-10, but are 3-1 in the Mid-Continelll 
Conference action. 
Men's, women's track compete at Alabam 
Men's team places eighth 
against ranked teams 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Staff writer 
After coming off a Mid-Continent 
Conference title in during the indoor season, 
the men's track team came away with a tie 
for eighth place at the University of Alabama 
Relays over spring break. 
Men's head coach Tom Akers said the 
Panthers competed with some of the best 
track teams in the nation, including 
Louisiana State lJniversity, which finished 
third in the meet with 21 points. 
Mississippi State University came away 
with the relay title with 24 points in the 24-
team field and the University of Kansas fin-
ished with 22 points, landing them in the sec-
ond place slot. 
With the finish, Akers was pleased with 
what he saw in his team's first outdoor meet 
of the year. 
"I was pretty pleased with what we accom-
Tom Akers 
expected. 
plished because we were 
down there with some of the 
best teams in the nation," 
Akers said. "So I thought we 
had a pretty respectable show-
ing at the meet." 
And while it was the team's 
first outdoor meet of the year, 
Akers said the squad had a 
better showing than he 
"We actually performed better and we had 
a lot of good times even though we went 
down there without a lot of practice before 
the meet," Akers said. 
As for who Akers thought performed well 
at the team's first outdoor meet of the year, 
George Wilson and Rich Arsenault came to 
mind. 
Akers said Wilson did well in the 400 
meter relay while Arsenault ran a personal 
best in the 1500 meter relay at the meet. 
So now that Akers' team has gotten one 
outdoor meet out of the way, Akers said his 
team needs to focus on having a successful 
year. 
"We had a full squad at the meet and t 
main thing is for our guys to end up setti 
their sights on finishing out the year with 
winning season or it could be a disappoi 
ment," Akers said. "I think this meet ope 
up the team's eyes and showed them that th 
are capable of doing great teams this year." 
As for the women's team, junior Tis 
Alvarez went out and had a successful m 
as she finished second in the Hammer thr 
with a toss of 45.60 meters. Alvarez finish 
behind the University of Pittsburgh's Jean 
Warner, who had a throw of 51.33 meters. 
Freshman Chrissy Roche also had a g 
showing at in Alabama and finished 23 in 
heptathlon with 1,574 points. 
Other women's athletes who had a g 
meets were freshman Jonica Craft, w 
crossed the line with a time of 26.66 seco 
in the 200 meter dash and freshman Tiff 
Cheatham finished with a time of 27 .04 
onds in the 200 meter dash. 
Eastern's next meet will be against con~ 
ence rival Western Illinois University t 
weekend in Macomb before hosting the 
Invite on April 6. 
